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Courseware 1152

Course Description

This courseware is designed to introduce the popular applications commonly used in a business or school environment. Participants will look at how to start application programs and exit them when no longer in use, developing skill sets to competently create simple business documents such as letters, budgets, slide shows, newsletters, balance sheets, contact lists, etc. Participants will also look at how to integrate file management tools to store their documents and how these documents might be shared with others for collaboration purposes.

This course is targeted to those people who have little or no experience with a word processing, spreadsheet, presentations or database program. Some experience in using a mouse and keyboard will assist the participant to acquire the skills in an enjoyable learning environment.

Course Prerequisites

This courseware was designed to provide the essential skills for computer literacy, using application programs commonly found in school and business environments. It is intended for those who have not used a web browser, word processor, spreadsheet, presentations, database or email program previously, or have minimal experience. Some familiarity with using a mouse and keyboard can be helpful.
Course Objectives

Key Applications

The Key Applications exam includes questions covering four applications (word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, and database software) and includes questions on common features of all applications. In this module you will:

- examine the common features shared between the applications in Microsoft Office 2010 and explore basic techniques for working in an Office application.
- learn some of the basic skills required to create simple documents using Word, including letters, reports, and a brochure.
- be introduced to the basic skills for working with a spreadsheet application, including how to enter and format text and formulas, navigate and manage worksheets, filter and sort data, create and modify charts and set printing options.
- learn basic skills for working with an application designed to manage presentations, set up presentations, and create and edit slides that include text, images, charts, tables, or multimedia.
- be introduced to a relational database management tool you can use to organize and retrieve large amounts of information.
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